Embedding is the process of implementing a language by de ning functions in an existing \host" language; the host language with these added functions is the new language. As a consequence, the new language comes equipped with all the features of the host language, with no additional work on the part of the language designer. Embedding works particularly well when the host language is a functional language.
Introduction
The goal of research in programming languages is to develop concepts and tools to facilitate language design and implementation. These tools should be of help not only for the design of traditional general-purpose languages, but also | in fact, especially | for the design of special-purpose, or domain-speci c, languages. Furthermore, they should not only simplify the construction of language processors, but should aid in the design of high-quality languages.
To many programming language researchers, the highest quality languages are the functional languages, such as Haskell 5] and Standard ML 16] . As it happens, there is a simple way to construct languages for speci c application areas so that these languages will, without fail, be well-designed functional languages: embedding 2, 4, 7, 10, 12] . Embedding is the process of implementing a language by de ning functions in an existing \host" language; the host 1 Partial support received from NSF under Grant CCR 96{19655. c 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B. V. Kamin language with these added functions is the new language, so that the new language has all the power of the host language. Though this method could be used with any language, certain features of functional languages | such as higher-order functions | tend to make the results of embedding in a functional language particularly satisfactory.
The embedding approach is particularly useful for the implementation of domain-speci c languages, languages that incorporate operations peculiar to a narrow area of computation. They tend to be used for comparatively small programs, often written by domain experts rather than professional programmers. For such uses, the high level of discourse and concise syntax provided by functional languages are particularly appreciated, while their ine ciencies are su ered more easily.
This paper describes several experiments in language implementation by embedding. The rst is a language for describing simple pictures, inspired by a well-known domain-speci c language, the pic preprocessor for troff 13] . The remainder are all examples of program-generating languages. This is a category of languages in which programs are actually speci cations for programs in other languages. Perhaps the best-known examples are the parser generators, such as yacc 14] . From our point of view, these are just languages produced by embedding, that is, by adding program-generating functions to a functional language. Our examples include a simple parser generator for which we give all details, a more complicated one for which we give only examples, and a language for specifying certain types of tree-structured data types.
All of our examples use Standard ML as the host language. The program generators produce C++ code.
The alternative to language implementation by embedding is the traditional approach in which a grammar is designed and a parser written (or generated), and syntax-directed translation of the parse tree produces the desired e ect. By comparison, the embedding approach has two advantages: it is easier to do, and it produces a powerful language as its result.
We view the second of these advantages | the quality of the resulting language | as by far the more important, for reasons we would like to explain. Domain-speci c languages are most often implemented by the traditional method, with great pains taken to provide a syntax natural for domain experts. However, beyond this domain-speci c syntax, they tend to be weak and poorly designed; such programming features as are provided are added haphazardly. The justi cation is that such features are supposedly not needed, since the domain-speci c features cover everything needed by the domain expert, the intended user of the language.
Yet, time and time again | especially when the domain-speci c language achieves widespread use | we see that programming features are needed, and then it is often too late. The beauty of language design by embedding is that the programming features come automatically and for free. This, in our view, is the real point of the method. Accordingly, our presentation emphasizes the 2 Kamin power obtained \for free" from the host language. Even in the case of parser generators, we give examples showing the power of the programming features. On the other hand, language embedding has its drawbacks, including syntax that is often far from optimal, poor error messages, and an inability to perform domain-speci c optimizations and transformations. These issues, which are the topics of current research, are discussed in the conclusions.
The paper assumes knowledge of Standard ML. FPIC is embedded in Standard ML and consists of approximately 1200 lines of ML. Our claim is that writing these lines represents a modest e ort for the power of the resulting language.
To illustrate, we give a collection of examples that use the following operations (a subset of the roughly 100 operations currently provided with the FPIC distribution). We name the type of each operation, in the hope that the intent of these types is self-evident, but we do not in this paper give the denitions either of the types or the operations; see references 12, 11] The following examples are intended merely to show how the programming capabilities of Standard ML, combined with the few primitives listed above, add up to a powerful programming language for pictures. For example, the function-plotting operations de ned below | plot and xyplot | could easily be supplemented with operations to read function values from a le, to draw a grid, to include a legend, and so on, forming a plotting library comparable to, but far more powerful than, say, gnuplot 15].
(* Draw two squares connected by a horizontal arrow *) val sq = square 1.0; val boxes = sq hseq harrow 0.5 1.0 hseq sq; boxes; (* Use ML's foldr operation to draw several copies of boxes *) foldr (op vseq) empty boxes, boxes, boxes]; (* Draw a regular polygon with n sides *) fun regular_poly n = let val rn = toReal n val realintvl = map toReal (intvl 0 n) val angles = map (fn k => k * (2.0*Math.pi/rn)) realintvl val points = map (fn theta => (Math.cos theta, Math.sin theta)) angles in lines points end; regular_poly 9; Kamin (* Draw n copies of P, moving each by (dx,dy) and scaling by s *) fun copies P n (dx, dy) s = seqlist (map (fn k => P offsetBy (k*dx,k*dy) scale (Math.pow(s,k))) (map toReal (intvl 0 (n-1)))); context-free grammar yacc C program
In line with our philosophy of language implementation by embedding, we propose to create program generators by adding program-manipulating combinators to Standard ML. Thus, just as an FPIC picture speci cation is an ML expression of type Picture, so in these languages program speci cations are ML expressions of type Program. The Program type | actually, we use more descriptive type names, like Parser | can represent programs in whatever target language we choose. We have written generators that produce Java code, HTML, TeX, and even Standard ML. However, most of our examples generate C++ code, and in the following sections we con ne ourselves to such examples.
Three examples will su ce to give the avor of our approach. The rst is a generator for simple recursive descent parsers, the second an LL(1) parser generator, and the third a generator of C++ class de nitions for abstract syntax trees. In each case, we will provide examples in the language and some indication of the size of the language implementation (in lines of ML), but only for the rst will we actually show the implementation. representing the grammar with rules A ! aBBjB and B ! bjcA. This parser can then be applied to an input stream to produce a parse tree. All of this is in ML; there is no program generation being done here. Similar combinators can be de ned to generate a parser in C++. Some care is required in the types of the combinators. A \parser" in this language is a C++ function (or, ambiguously, a sequence of C++ functions). Each non-terminal has an associated parsing function, and the various parts of the context-free rules for that non-terminal represent the body of this function. Thus, the value of the right-hand side of a rule is of a di erent type from the rule as a whole. Speci cally, the types of the combinators are:
||: RHS RHS ! RHS oo: RHS RHS ! RHS term: Token ! RHS nonterm: Name ! RHS ::=: Name RHS ! Parser The nonterm combinator is needed to turn a name into a call to the appropriate parser function; it is not needed in the pure ML version because each non-terminal is the ML name of a parsing function. The ::= combinator is also new. It is the combinator that produces the C++ function de nition; it takes the place of recursion in the functional language itself (see above). When recursion in the host language is used in a language's embedding, it will necessarily need to be replaced by a combinator that emits the appropriate target language code.
The grammar give above is rewritten as 
Using the parser-generator language
In the introduction to this paper, we placed strong emphasis on the power of the language that one obtains from the embedding approach. In this case, one gets the ability to manipulate grammars, a feature totally absent from yacc. Yet it is often stated that domain-speci c languages do not need a programming capability, and indeed yacc has survived quite nicely without one. Here we give two examples to demonstrate that programming features 9
Kamin can be useful even in a parser generator. Bear in mind that all the programming features we use in these examples | excepting only the parsing combinators listed above | are obtained for free.
(Before continuing, we warn the reader that these examples do not quite work, in the sense that the grammars resulting from the transformations we will make are not necessarily amenable to our simple parsing method | indeed, very few grammars are. The point is that we can use the programming facilities of the host language to manipulate grammars. With a stronger parsing method | such as the one implemented in the next section | the examples would be more likely to produce working parsers.)
For our rst example, consider the following problem: Assume the language we wish to parse is an expression language which, like Standard ML itself, has token classes op1, op2, : : :, op9, representing binary operators of increasing precedence. Grammars that incorporate precedence, are unambiguous, and can be parsed top-down are tricky to write. Here is the classic example of expressions over + and *:
0 ! * T j P ! id Thus, our grammar will have a sequence of rules of the form:
(Expr10 is a separate case that must be written out by hand, like P above.)
We can avoid writing such a long list of rules by using the facilities of the host language to write a rule-generating function: fun leveln (n:int) = let val ntn = "Expr"^(toString n) val ntn' = "Expr"^(toString n)^"prime" val ntn'' = "Expr"^(toString (n+1)) val opn = "op"^(toString n) in ntn ::= nonterm ntn'' oo nonterm ntn', ntn' ::= term opn oo nonterm ntn || empty Kamin ] end;
Now we can generate all 27 rules with the call map leveln (intvl 1 9) As another example, suppose we wanted to add the capability of using regular-right-part rules, that is, rules with regular expressions in their righthand sides.
There is a well-known translation from a regular-right-part rule to a set of ordinary rules parsing the same sentences. We will formalize this translation as follows: Consider a production A ! R, where R is a regular expression over grammar symbols. Note that, since right-hand sides can use alternation, we can make the restriction, without loss of generality, that every non-terminal has a single production. We translate R into a pair b R, containing an ordinary right-hand side for A and a set of new, ordinary productions (from new nonterminals). 
De ning the combinators
The parsing method we implement is recursive-descent. Recursive descent parsing is not a powerful method. Or, rather, it is powerful only insofar as it is used informally and can be modi ed manually in speci c cases. The LL(1) method presented in the next section is far more powerful. However, this example is much easier to explain, as it includes only about 50 lines of ML (of which about 15 is C++ code to be emitted). We will present all the code for this example, and not for the more elaborate examples to follow.
The basic idea of top-down parsing 1] is this: We are at all times attempting to nd a substring of the input that can be derived from a particular non-terminal. By looking at the next token of the input, we decide which rule for that non-terminal is most appropriate, and then proceed to try to nd strings derivable from each part of that right-hand side; this in turn leads to attempts to nd strings for the non-terminals occurring in that right-hand side, and so on. Recursive descent parsing is a method of implementing topdown parsing in which each non-terminal is represented by a parsing function, which performs the actions just described. That is, it decides which right-hand side is appropriate and then attempts to match a string derivable from that right-hand side; if a non-terminal occurs in the right-hand side, the parsing function corresponding to that non-terminal is called. Thus, one obtains a set of mutually recursive parsing functions.
The key question in formalizing this method is, how does a parsing function determine which right-hand side is appropriate? For this example, we give a very simple answer: it checks the next input token against the rst symbol of each rule that starts with a token; if none match the input token, then the rule that does not begin with a token is used. This version of the method requires that only one right-hand side for a given non-terminal can start with a non-terminal (or ); we further require that this rule be presented as the last 12
Kamin rule for that non-terminal. 3 As we have said, a \parser" in this language is a C++ function: Abstracting from both the token and the failure label, we get the de nition of term (the carat (^) is ML's string concatenation operator): fun term (t:Token) = fn (lab:Label) => "if (tokens current]) == "^t^")\n" "current++;\n" "else\n" "goto "^lab^";\n" ;
We are treating the C++ program simply as a string, and indeed we will continue to do so in all of our program generators.
We can enhance the readability of this code by using ML's anti-quotation feature. With this feature, one can write Kamin mistyping the rst oo as o. o is an in x operator in ML, representing function composition, and the above expression, as it happens, is both syntactically correct and type correct. Indeed, the value of this expression is a syntactically legal C++ function. Unfortunately, that function does not parse the grammar that the user intended to enter.) Domain-speci c analyses. The FPIC plotting function draws a curve by emitting a long list of line-drawing commands. Depending upon the output device, some other representation may be more e cient. Of course, representation transformations could be done as a separate pass, but ideally the plotting function would have such an optimization built in. In particular, this would allow the embedded language processor to implement representation optimizations in separately compiled program segments, just as the ML compiler optimizes individual functions.
The program-generating languages suggest an entirely new set of domainspeci c analyses, namely analyses of the program that is to be generated. For instance, one would like to be able to ensure the syntactic and type correctness of generated programs a priori, before generating any actual programs. (The MetaML language 18] does just this for program generators from ML to ML, written in a certain style.) As things stand, these analyses are done by the C++ compiler, but building them into the generator would give earlier feedback; furthermore, the generator could perform some optimizations, based on its knowledge of the programs it is generating, that the C++ compiler could not be expected to perform. We are currently exploring ways in functional language processors could be customized in these ways.
